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Air quality and meteorology in urban environments are strongly affected by dynamical and 

turbulent processes occurring in the atmospheric boundary layer. These are largely driven by the 

interaction between the surface and the atmosphere, including the exchange of momentum, heat, 

moisture, and various gases and aerosols. Vertical ventilation, horizontal advection, and 

atmospheric stratification are key processes. 

To improve the understanding of the exchange processes in the urban atmosphere and to assess 

the implications of spatial variations in surface roughness, spatially resolved vertical profiles of 

the horizontal wind are required. In this work, we are implementing a novel “volume wind 

processing” approach to retrieve horizontal wind information on a 3D spatial grid from 

observations of a scanning Doppler wind lidar (Vaisala Windcube 400s). Deployed on the rooftop 

of a tall building in downtown Paris, France, the Doppler lidar is operated with a series of scan 

strategies to monitor the vertical and horizontal variations of the mean wind field across the city 

center. 

In order to quantify the performance of the processing, a measurement campaign was conducted 

where the Windcube 400s, located on the Vaisala site performed different azimuthal scans from 

which wind profiles were retrieved using the volume wind processing. The retrieved wind profiles 

were then compared to the ones measured by a previously validated and calibrated Doppler lidar 

(WLS70) running in a vertical profiling mode located at the SIRTA observatory. The comparison 

is performed over a 30-days period. We found a mean difference (Volume Wind – Vertical Stare) 

of -0.69 m/s and a standard deviation of 1.32 m/s for 10-min averaged profiles. 

The Windcube400S has then been installed in Paris downtown on the rooftop of the Zamansky 

tower of Sorbonne Université. The preliminary work consists in determining the best scan strategy 

with suitable spatial and temporal resolution to identify the patterns of the wind flow along the 

path of the Seine River. The initial strategy is based on two sector PPIs pointing out to southeast 

and the northwest, going through multiple elevations angles between 0° and 21°, expecting 

retrieved wind profiles up to 400m in a maximum horizontal range of 7 km. Also, with these 

exploratory scans, we expect to identify the sources of uncertainty in the volume wind processing 

and to improve the quality of the retrievals by improving quality control procedures. High-quality 

wind profile products will then be available for research on the spatial variability of the wind speed 

profiles, to determine the influence of surface roughness on exchange processes in the Paris urban 

atmosphere. 


